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Building Capacity & Contact Tracing
The Problem:
●
●

When it became clear that the Drake Library was to remain
open, we were faced with a number of logistical questions.
How do we limit the number of patrons in the building at one
time?
○ Drake Library does not have swipe card access, but does
have a single entrance/exit
○ It was not possible to have a staff member monitor the
entrance and keep a live count of the number of patrons
in the building

Building Capacity & Contact Tracing
Brainstorming & Solutions
●
●

First explored a Raspberry Pi live people counter
A hybrid solution was settled on combing the
purchase of a site license for Springshare’s LibCal
Seats module and a Raspberry Pi powered swipe card
system.
○
○
○

○

The LibCal Seats module addressed the capacity issue
Only current students, faculty, and staff were allowed to
make a reservation.
Adherence to this policy was reinforced by directing
trafﬁc in and out of the building and requiring patrons to
swipe their student ID cards upon entering and exiting
the building
While LibCal and swipe card system were not linked in
any way, it helped to reinforce social distancing policies

Raspberry Pi - Contact Tracing
How does it work?
●
●
●

●
●

Python program writes card swipe data &
timestamp to a local CSV ﬁle.
The spreadsheet is then periodically backed up
to Google Sheets via script.
Identifying student information is protected as
only the magstripe ID card number and a time
stamp are recorded.
Spreadsheet is regularly purged for entries
older than 14 days.
Pis remotely accessed and managed via
RealVNC

Utilizing Circulation Staff
to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests

Utilizing Circulation Staff to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests
Problem: Access to physical print
materials has been greatly
reduced due to the pandemic.
What can we do to increase
access?
●

Access to physical building became
extremely limited.
○

Fewer open hours, reservation-only
access to the building, some patrons
unable to come to campus, etc.

Solution:
●
●

●

Promote book chapter
scanning services
Create new book scan
request General Electronic
Service in Primo
Develop staff workﬂows to
accommodate increased
number of requests.

Utilizing Circulation Staff to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests

Conﬁguration
and Setup

Utilizing Circulation Staff to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests

Conﬁguration and
Setup
●
●
●

Create a MachForm akin to Google Forms
Data can be passed into
form ﬁelds via URL
Required form ﬁelds
ensure that we’re
getting the info we need
from patrons

Utilizing Circulation Staff to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests

Conﬁguration and
Setup
●

●

Created a new GES that
displays to designated,
logged-in users for
owned and available
print titles
Pass metadata to
MachForm via URL

Utilizing Circulation Staff to Process Book Chapter
Scanning Requests

Conﬁguration and
Setup
●

●

MachForm then
forwards all form
submissions on to
LibAnswers
Staff utilize ticketing
system to communicate
with patrons, deliver
PDFs, ensure requests
are completed

Making Library Spaces Reservable with LibCal Seats

Solution:
Problem: Access to the library
needs to be controlled in order
to enforce masking and
distancing requirements
●
●

Computers and tables must be at least
six feet apart
Group study must be disallowed

●
●
●

Every other computer is
usable to keep distance
Only one seat allowed at
every table
Robust descriptions in
LibCal Seats to help
students choose the right
space

Reservable Spaces: How We Did It

Reservable Spaces: How It Went
●

●
●

●

Students mostly found the
reservation system easy and the
spaces ﬁndable
End time on Seats not super clear
even with detailed instructions
Even with signage some students
did not know they needed a
reservation
This resulted in domino effect

●

●
●

●

Computers are particularly
popular and in high demand,
esp with distancing needs
Some students did not like four
hour limit
A few repeat violators of
masking and distancing
requirements
Overall useful for having some
control over how people used
the building

Contactless Pickup: Lockers and LibCal Seats

Solution:
Problem: Holds pickup is simple,
but high-contact
●
●

Access needs to be controlled but
convenient
Integration with Alma?

●
●

●

Lockers we already owned
moved to entryway
Alma holds pickup
notiﬁcation has link to
reservation system
Staff ﬁll lockers every
morning at opening

Contactless Pickup: How We Did It

Contactless Pickup: How It Went
●

●
●

Mostly went (is going) well, with
minor adjustments along the way:
○ Needed to add buffer in the
morning to allow circ staff to
turn over lockers
○ Needed to expand pickup
range
Patrons did not always pick up on
time, causing conﬂicts
The system encouraged the same
two lockers to be chosen every
time

●

●

●

Allowed us to continue offering
pickup when the library was
closed
We were able to accommodate
requests from various
communication channels (phone,
email, chat) as well as Alma
requests
Our relatively low volume of
requests made it possible to do
this without more structure

Resource Cancellation Decision Making
using Alma Analytics
The Problem
●

●

Budget reductions forced Drake Library to make more drastic
collections decisions than we would generally consider.
○ Uncertainty as to amount of reduction.
○ Current available budget funds swept without warning.
Occurred when electronic resources would likely be in higher
demand than normal due to remote learning.

Resource Cancellation Decision Making
using Alma Analytics
Brainstorming and Solutions
●
●
●

Collaboration between Systems Librarian and Technical Services
Librarian to set up SUSHI accounts to gather COUNTER 5 data.
Relied on SLS and Ex Libris webinars and resources to use Alma
Analytics.
Used quantitative usage data in conjunction with qualitative data
from liaison librarians to propose resources to cancel or let expire.
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Resource Cancellation Decision Making
using Alma Analytics
How It Went
●
●
●
●

Should have assumed even
more aggressive cuts
More manual than is ideal
but obtained usage data
Alma POL data maintenance
Continue to add SUSHI
vendors

●

●

Institute process to add
SUSHI at time of new
vendor set up / yearly review
of SUSHI-Certiﬁed Vendors
Continue communications

Communicating with Microsoft Teams

The Problem
●

How to communicate,
collaborate, connect as a
team remotely for an
extended, unknown period
of time.

The Solution
●

Incorporate the many
components of Microsoft
Teams into our
department’s workﬂow and
culture

Communicating with Microsoft Teams

How It Went
●

Library data sharing and
decision making
○ Collection development
decisions
○ Updated policies and
procedures
○ On campus availability

●
●

Meetings with faculty
Collaboration on group
projects using shared ﬁles

Questions?
Ken Wierzbowski
kwierzbo@brockport.edu
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dlaird@brockport.edu
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sharwell@upenn.edu
(beginning 3/1/21)

